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Introduction

This is a proposal to encode six additional Tangut ideographs as shown in the table below.
Table 1: Proposed Characters
Code Point

Glyph

IDS

Radical/ Strokes

U+187F2



⿰𘠩⿱𘢸⿰𘠶𘤮

42.15

U+187F3



⿱𘢸⿰𘠶𘤮

185.12

U+187F4



⿸𘡈⿰𘠡𘦞

73.11

U+187F5



⿲𘥾𘤧𘨱

383.18

U+187F6



⿱𘡎⿰𘠣𘪧

79.14

U+187F7



⿰𗕮𘣹

79.19

Source
Tangut manuscript

IOM Tang. 27

Two of these characters (U+187F2 and U+187F3) are attested in a recently discovered
Tangut manuscript translation of a Tibetan Tantric Buddhist text written in 1258 by
Drogön Chögyal Phagpa (1235–1280). We are grateful to Jerry You (Yóu Chéngyǔ 游程宇)
for providing us with information about this manuscript.
The other four characters (U+187F4 through U+187F7) are attested in a printed Tangut
collection of the writings of three generations of White Cloud Sect masters that is held at
the Institute of Oriental Manuscripts [IOM] of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Saint
Petersburg, Russia), pressmark Tang. 27.
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2.

Two New Characters in a Buddhist Manuscript Scroll

A Yuan dynasty Tangut manuscript scroll of unknown provenance, in the ownership of an
anonymous private collector, was sold at auction in Beijing on 4 June 2017 for a price of
RMB 2,300,000 (approximately USD 338,000), about three times the estimate of RMB
750,000–850,000 (approximately USD 110,000–125,000).1
Fig. 1: Lot 2368 of the June 2017 Beijing Auction

Note: We have added column numbers for convenience.
Lot 2368 of the Spring 2017 Art Auction held by the Beijing Taihejiacheng Auction Company. See
http://www.thjc.cn/web/auctionShow/viewAuctionItem?auctionItemId=86972&fromPage for details.

1
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The manuscript is 27 × 312 cm in dimension, and consists of 236 columns of 23–26
characters per column.
The text of this manuscript is entitled ngi̯wei ꞏi̯ə̣ nɪn mi̯ụo ꞏi̯u tsɪn phi mbi̯u ldi̯ə̣
𗗉𗍥𘟙𗌮𗙼𗥤𗉣𗖵𘏨 (title translated into Chinese by modern scholars as Xǐ jīngāng
xiànzhèng rúyì bǎo 喜金剛現證如意寶) “Hevajra’s Wish‐Fulfilling Gem of Abhisamaya”, and
it has been identified as a previously unknown Tangut translation of the first part of a
Tibetan text relating to the Buddhist deity Hevajra (dpal kye rdo rje'i mngon rtogs yid bzhin
nor bu དཔལ་ཀྱེ་རྡོ་རྗེའི་མངོན་རྟོགས་ཡིད་བཞིན་ནོར་བུ་) which was made in 1258 by Drogön Chögyal
Phagpa (1235–1280), fifth patriarch of the Sakya school of Tibetan Buddhism and Imperial
Preceptor under Kublai Khan.2
This text has been studied by Li Ruoyu 李若愚 in an academic article (September 2016)
and in his PhD dissertation (April 2017). Li has identified two new characters ( and )
used in this text as an abbreviation for the Sanskrit word vajra.
The character  occurs twice in a mantra on column 223 (Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 5 and Fig. 7),
and the character  occurs a single time in a mantra on column 144 (Fig. 4 and Fig. 8). In
two out of the three cases the character is used in an abbreviation for the name Hevajra.
Note that in the title of the Tangut text the name Hevajra is translated as 𗗉𗍥𘟙 (Chinese Xǐ
Jīngāng 喜金剛), but within mantras given in the text the name Hevajra is transcribed
phonetically as 𗙕𗍣𗱽𘃜 (xa mba ndzɪ ri̯ạ) or using the abbreviations 𗙕 or 𗙕.
The character  is constructed from the left side of 𗍣 (mba = va‐), the top and left of 𗱽
(ndzɪ = ‐j‐), and the left side of 𘃜 (ri̯ạ = ‐ra), the three parts together transcribing vajra (see
Fig. 6 for Li Ruoyu’s explanation). This character is very similar in construction to the
character  which was proposed for encoding at U+187F0 in WG2 N4724.  also stands
for vajra, and has the same right side as , but the left side is derived from the left side of
𘄍 (mba). That is to say,  and  are two different ways of representing vajra as a
portmanteau abbreviation, but with different homophonic source characters for the left
side element representing the va‐ part of vajra. In the mid 14th‐century Tangut inscription
on the east wall of the Cloud Platform at Juyong Pass in Beijing, the Sanskrit word vajra is
transcribed once using the three characters 𘄍𗱽𘃜 (see Fig. 13) and four times using the
three characters 𗍣𗱽𘃜 (see Fig. 14), thus indicating that  and  are equivalent
abbreviations for vajra.
According to Li Ruoyu (see Fig. 10), the character  is an idiosyncratic creation for the
word vajra, composed from the top and left of 𗱽 (ndzɪ = ‐j‐), and the left side of 𘃜
(ri̯ạ = ‐ra). However, without the left side component 𘠩 or 𘤳 representing the va‐ of vajra
this character construction is incomplete. Although it is possible that this is a deliberate
alternative form for vajra, as it only occurs once it is more likely that  is a scribal error for
. Even though  may be an error, we propose encoding it as it is required by scholars
studying this important Buddhist text.

2

Tibetan text published in Drogön Chögyal Phagpa 2007 pp. 413–451. See Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.
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Fig. 2: Columns 223–232 of the original manuscript showing 

Column 223: oṃ vajrakartari hevajrāya hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phaṭ svāhā

𗙫𘊾𘙇 𘈪𘜘 𗙕𘁂 𗦀𖿠𗦀 𘊎𘎤 𗢀𗶴
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Fig. 3: Close‐up of Fig. 2
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Fig. 4: Columns 140–146 of the original manuscript showing 𗙕

Column 144: oṃ bhagavāṃ mahākāru[ṇi]ka hevajra saparivāra …

𗙫𗍣𘕜𘎧𗏵𗶴𘊾𘏘[𗐱]𘊾𗙕𘅄𗴟𘜘𘎧𘃜 …

Note that all the manuscript examples write the component 𘠶 in  and  as 𘡵, with an
extra horizontal stroke, but this is an obvious scribal error which we do not follow in the
proposed code chart glyphs.
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Fig. 5: Li Ruoyu 2016 p. 208: Transcription of Columns 222–228

Note. Due to a production issue the unencoded character  is misplaced in the two places
it occurs. We indicate its correct placement with red arrows.
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Fig. 6: Li Ruoyu 2016 p. 209

Li Ruoyu’s explanation that the unencoded character  is an abbreviation for 𗍣𗱽𘃜
(vajra) and that it is constructed from elements of those three characters.
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Fig. 7: Li Ruoyu 2017 p. 96: Transcription of Tangut text (Col. 223) with
Literal translation into Chinese, Transcription of Tibetan text,
Free translation into Chinese, and Notes

Fig. 8: Li Ruoyu 2017 p. 73: Transcription of Tangut text (Col. 144) with
Literal translation into Chinese
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Fig. 9: Li Ruoyu 2017 p. 74: Transcription of Tibetan text, and
Free translation into Chinese (for Col. 144)

Fig. 10: Li Ruoyu 2017 p. 75 Note 10 for p. 74 (see Fig. 9 above)
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Fig. 11: Drogön Chögyal Phagpa 2007 p. 432: Tibetan text (for Col. 223)

Sanskrit transliteration
for Tangut (Col. 223):
Tibetan:

oṃ vajrakartari hevajrāya hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phaṭ svāhā
oM badz+ra karta ri he badz+rA ya hU~M hU~M hU~M phaT swA hA/

ༀ་བཛྲ་ཀརྟ་རི་ཧེ་བཛྲཱ་ཡ་ཧཱུྃ་ཧཱུྃ་ཧཱུྃ་ཕཊ་སྭཱ་ཧཱ།
Fig. 12: Drogön Chögyal Phagpa 2007 p. 425: Tibetan text (for Col. 144)

Sanskrit transliteration
for Tangut (Col. 144):
Tibetan:

oṃ bhagavāṃ mahākāru[ṇi]ka hevajra saparivāra …
oM b+ha ga wAM* ma hA kA ru Ni ka he badz+ra sa pa ri wA ra …

ༀ་བྷ་ག་ཝཱཾ་མ་ཧཱ་ཀཱ་རུ་ཎི་ཀ་ཧེ་བཛྲ་ས་པ་རི་ཝཱ་ར་
*

Zha lu Monastery edition: wAn ཝཱན་ instead of wAM ཝཱཾ་, i. e. b+ha ga wAn བྷ་ག་ཝཱན་ = Sanskrit bhagavān
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Fig. 13: Juyong Pass East Wall cols. 8–12: rubbing and Nishida’s transcription
(Murata Jirō (ed.) Kyoyōkan 居庸關 (1957) rub. IV & p. 182)

𘄍𗱽𘃜 = vajra
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Fig. 14: Juyong Pass East Wall cols. 17–21: rubbing and Nishida’s transcription
(Murata Jirō (ed.) Kyoyōkan 居庸關 (1957) rub. IV & p. 183)

𗍣𗱽𘃜 = vajra
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3.

Four New Characters in IOM Tang. 27

Tang. 27 held at the Institute of Oriental Manuscripts of the Russian Academy of Sciences
(Saint Petersburg, Russia) is a Tangut text printed using moveable type (Tangut ndi si̯wụ
𗏇𘟤 “living characters”) during the Western Xia period. It comprises a collection of the
writings of three generations of White Cloud Sect masters entitled sọ śi̯ei ndźwɪ sweɯ ngwu
śi̯oɯ ꞏi̯wə̣ 𘕕𗤀𘎆𗮔𗟲𗰖𘝞 (title translated into Chinese by modern scholars as Sānshìshǔ
míngyán jíwén 三世屬明言集文 or Sāndài xiāngzhào yán wénjí 三代相照言文集) “Collected
Writings of the Shining Speech of Three Generations”.
This is an important text for the study of Buddhism under the Western Xia, and has been
studied by Prof. Arakawa Shintarō (2001), Prof. Evgeny Ivanovich Kychanov (2004),
Prof. Sun Bojun (2011), and other scholars. Sun Bojun 孫伯君 recently pointed out to us
that there are four unencoded Tangut characters in the text, which she requests should be
encoded. These four characters all have a unique graphic construction, and cannot
convincingly be taken to be corrupt or mistaken forms for any existing encoded Tangut
character.
3.1 U+187F4 
The character  occurs once, on folio 2A col. 5 (see Fig. 15). We do not know of any
published study that discusses it.
Fig. 15: Tang. 27 folio 2A cols. 4–6: 

The character bottom middle and right components occur as the bottom part of phə 𗕙
“conceited”. The character occurs before tsi̯ə 𗐠 “to give as a present”. It is possible that 
is a mistake for tśi̯ə 𗐡 “presently, in a moment”.
JTC1/SC2/WG2 N4851
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3.2 U+187F5 
The character  occurs once, on folio 22A col. 3 (see Fig. 16). We do not know of any
published study that discusses it.
Fig. 16: Tang. 27 folio 22A cols. 3–5: 

The character has the same left and right components as po 𘊍 “name of a ghost”. The
middle and right also occur as the character tsha 𘂢 “ghost”. As  occurs immediately after
ꞏi̯u 𗢛 “ghost”, it would seem to be a character meaning some sort of ghost.
3.3 U+187F6 
The character  occurs once, on folio 29B col. 3 (see Fig. 17). We do not know of any
published study that discusses it.
The character is similar in construction to character tśhi̯e 𗕮 “to pull, to tug”, but with the
component 𘠣 in place of 𘠡. The bottom part also occurs as the character nại 𗋞
“lubrication”. As 𗕮 occurs immediately after ꞏɪn 𘝵 “self”, it is possible that the character is
constructed from the top and bottom right of tśhi̯e 𗕮 “to pull, to tug”, and the bottom left of
ꞏɪn 𘝵 “self”. Cf. the phrase 𘝵𗕮 “pulling at oneself” on folio 36A quoted in section 3.4
below. It is even possible that  is a mistake for tśhi̯e 𗕮 “to pull, to tug”.
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Fig. 17: Tang. 27 folio 29B cols. 2–4: 

3.4 U+187F7 
The character  occurs twenty times on folios 36A through 38A, ten times in a poem
entitled kai tsə̣ tśi̯a lə ndi̯e 𗧠𗩨𗵘𘈟𗀩 “Pain of desire and rūpa [material objects] hindering
the way” (see Fig. 18), and ten times in a poem entitled mi̯e ngi̯ẹ ndzi̯wo li̯e si̯wə 𗦻𘞙𘓐𗹪𗪆
“Worrying that fame and fortune destroys people” (see Fig. 19). See Table 2 for locations
and images of all occurrences of the character.
Each poem consists of ten stanzas of three seven‐character lines covering fifteen columns.
Both poems are transcribed and translated in Arakawa 2001 (see Fig. 20 and Fig. 22). In
both poems the unknown character occurs in a refrain which comprises the third line of
each stanza. The refrain is slightly different in each poem, but both refrains start with the
unknown character  followed by ndzi̯e 𘘝 “to teach”.
The reading of the character  is unknown, and its meaning is uncertain. The left side of
this character does not occur as a component of any other character, but is the whole of the
character tśhi̯e 𗕮 “to pull, to tug”. The right side component 𘣹 occurs in characters
relating to dried meat, cheese, and verbs relating to moisture, so it is not obvious what it
represents semantically (it is possible that it is a phonetic component).
Arakawa relates  to the character tśhi̯e 𗕮 “to pull, to tug” as it occurs on the line before
the first occurrence of , and he conjecturally translates the unknown character into
Japanese as indō 引導. In Modern Japanese this word usually refers to the last words
addressed to a newly‐deceased person by the officiating priest at a Buddhist funeral, but
we suppose that here it is used in the original Chinese sense of “to guide, to lead” or
“guidance”. Arakawa renders the two characters 𘘝 as “teaching of guidance” (see Fig. 20,
Fig. 21 and Fig. 22).
JTC1/SC2/WG2 N4851
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On the first occurrence of the unknown character in each poem it is followed by two small‐
sized Tangut characters, which would seem to be a gloss for the reader on this unfamiliar
character: tśhêɯ lâ 𗄶𗊮, literally “to damage” and “drunkenness”, which we take to mean
“drunken to the point of incapacity” (“blind drunk” in colloquial English). This gloss does
not seem to have any bearing on the character  if it is interpreted as meaning “guidance”,
so it is possible that other interpretations should be considered.
As the character ndzi̯e 𘘝 “to teach” can also mean “master, teacher” (as a homophonic
alternative for ndzi̯e 𘘚 “master, teacher”), we suggest an alternative possible
interpretation of the two characters 𘘝 as a sobriquet for the subject of the poem, the
Drunken Master. Our tentative translation of the first stanza of each poem is given below.
First stanza of poem entitled kai tsə̣ tśi̯a lə ndi̯e 𗧠𗩨𗵘𘈟𗀩 “Pain of desire and rūpa
[material objects] hindering the way” (cf. Arakawa’s Japanese translation shown in Fig. 20):

𗥒𗀩𗫌𘐩𗵘𗭍𗇋
𘃺𘕿𘝵𗕮𗘂𗕶𗍊
𘘝𘍐𘍗𘕣𗏺𘃡
Grieving for somebody who renounces the world and follows the way,
At the boundary pulling at oneself like a mad dog,
Drunken Master’s hard work, what does he hope to achieve?
First stanza of poem entitled mi̯e ngi̯ẹ ndzi̯wo li̯e si̯wə 𗦻𘞙𘓐𗹪𗪆 “Worrying that fame and
fortune destroys people” (cf. Arakawa’s Japanese translation shown in Fig. 22):

𗦻𘞙𗱝𗍊𗋕𗗙𗗘
𗲠𗲠𘞙𗤋𘘠𗨨𗫶
𘘝𗥒𗀩𘕣𗏺𘃡
Fame and fortune echo as sweet as other [things],
Emptiness and no fortune encircling me,
Drunken Master’s grief and woe, what does he hope to achieve?
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Fig. 18: Tang. 27 folio 36A
cols. 1–3: 
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Fig. 19: Tang. 27 folio 37A
cols. 3–5: 
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Table 2: All occurrences of  on folios 36 through 38
Poem 1
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Poem 2

36A02

37A04

36A03

37A05

36A05

37A07

36A06

37B01

36B01

37B03

36B02

37B04

36B04

37B06
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Poem 1

Poem 2

36B05

37B07

36B07

38A02

37A01

38A03

Although the character  occurs twenty times in the text, because it was printed using
moveable type, some of the type sorts for this character were reused for printing on two or
more folios. This can be clearly seen in the cases of defective characters resulting from
damage to the type sort, such as the two characters at 36A02 and 37A04 which share the
same broken top horizontal stroke, and the three characters at 36B07, 37B07 and 38A02
which share the same broken middle horizontal stroke. In the case of the characters at
36A02 and 37A04 it seems that the two following small characters 𗄶𗊮 were cut on the
same type sort as the character .
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Fig. 20: Arakawa 2001 page 218: Transcription and translation of folio 36a cols. 1–2

Fig. 21: Arakawa 2001 page 218 footnotes 70–73

Fig. 22: Arakawa 2001 page 220: Transcription and translation of folio 37a cols. 2–4
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4.

Source References

The following entries should be appended to TangutSrc.txt (ISO/IEC 10646) and
TangutSources.txt (Unicode):
U+187F2
U+187F2
U+187F3
U+187F3
U+187F4
U+187F4
U+187F5
U+187F5
U+187F6
U+187F6
U+187F7
U+187F7

kTGT_MergedSrc
WG2 N4851‐1
kRSTUnicode 42.15
kTGT_MergedSrc
WG2 N4851‐2
kRSTUnicode 185.12
kTGT_MergedSrc
WG2 N4851‐3
kRSTUnicode 73.11
kTGT_MergedSrc
WG2 N4851‐4
kRSTUnicode 383.18
kTGT_MergedSrc
WG2 N4851‐5
kRSTUnicode 79.14
kTGT_MergedSrc
WG2 N4851‐6
kRSTUnicode 79.19

We suggest using this document as the source reference for these characters, as shown
above.
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6.

Tangut Sources

Hevajra’s Abhisamaya. ngi̯wei ꞏi̯ə̣ nɪn mi̯ụo ꞏi̯u tsɪn 𗗉𗍥𘟙𗌮𗙼𗥤 [Hevajra’s Wish‐
Fulfilling Gem of Abhisamaya [direct realization] = Xǐ jīngāng xiànzhèng rúyì bǎo 喜金
剛現證如意 寶 ]. Sold at the Spring 2017 Art Auction held by the Beijing
Taihejiacheng Auction Company (Běijīng tài hé jiā chéng pāimài yǒuxiàn gōngsī 北京
泰和嘉成拍卖有限公司) on 4 June 2017 (Lot 2368). Provenance and current owner
unknown.
Three Generations. sọ śi̯ei ndźwɪ sweɯ ngwu śi̯oɯ ꞏi̯wə̣ 𘕕𗤀𘎆𗮔𗟲𗰖𘝞 [Collected
Writings of the Shining Speech of Three Generations = Sānshìshǔ míngyán jíwén 三世
屬明言集文 or Collection of Words Transmitted From Person to Person through Three
Generations = Sāndài xiāngzhào yán wénjí 三代相照言文集]. Institute of Oriental
Manuscripts of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Saint Petersburg, Russia). Tangut
fond. Pressmark Tang 27, old inventory № 4166.
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7.

Proposal Summary Form
SO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2
PROPOSAL SUMMARY FORM TO ACCOMPANY SUBMISSIONS
3
FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 10646
Please fill all the sections A, B and C below.
TP

PT

Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html for
guidelines and details before filling this form.
Please ensure you are using the latest Form from http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html.
See also http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html for latest Roadmaps.
HTU

UTH

HTU

UTH

HTU

UTH

A. Administrative
1. Title:
Proposal to encode six additional Tangut ideographs
2. Requester’s name:
Andrew West and Viacheslav Zaytsev
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution):
Individual contribution
4. Submission date:
2017-09-07
5. Requester’s reference (if applicable):
6. Choose one of the following:
This is a complete proposal:
YES
(or) More information will be provided later:
B. Technical – General
1. Choose one of the following:
a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters):
NO
Proposed name of script:
b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block:
YES
Name of the existing block:
Tangut
2. Number of characters in proposal:
6
3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):
A-Contemporary
B.1-Specialized (small collection)
B.2-Specialized (large collection)
C-Major extinct
D-Attested extinct
E-Minor extinct
F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic
X
G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols
4. Is a repertoire including character names provided?
YES
a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines”
in Annex L of P&P document?
YES
b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review?
YES
5. Fonts related:
a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the
standard?
Andrew West
b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):
Jing Yongshi, Andrew West, Michael Everson
6. References:
a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided?
YES
b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)
of proposed characters attached?
YES
7. Special encoding issues:
Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,
presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)?
NO
8. Additional Information:
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script
that will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.
Examples of such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour
information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default
Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization
related information. See the Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org for such information on other scripts. Also
see Unicode Character Database ( http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/) and associated Unicode Technical Reports
for information needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard.
HTU

UTH

H

3

Form number: N4102-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09, 2003-11,
2005-01, 2005-09, 2005-10, 2007-03, 2008-05, 2009-11, 2011-03, 2012-01)

TP

PT
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C. Technical - Justification
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before?
NO
If YES explain
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,
YES
user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)?
Experts from China, Russia and USA
If YES, with whom?
If YES, available relevant documents:
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:
NO
size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included?
Reference:
4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare)
rare
Reference:
5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community?
YES
If YES, where? Reference:
6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely
NO
in the BMP?
If YES, is a rationale provided?
If YES, reference:
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)?
YES
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing
NO
character or character sequence?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either
NO
existing characters or other proposed characters?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)
NO
to, or could be confused with, an existing character?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:
11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences?
NO
If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?
If YES, reference:
Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?
If YES, reference:
12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as
NO
control function or similar semantics?
If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters?
If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?
If YES, reference:
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